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If it was not for the incomparable vitality against the sky, which was constantly repairing his body, I am 

afraid that in an instant, ye Chen would be directly evaporated by the real fire of xuanyue! 

 

He let out a very painful roar, biting his teeth, and locked his eyes on the passage extending to the 

ground in front of him! 

 

Ye Chen knows that it is extremely dangerous for him to swallow xuanyue zhenhuo so rashly. However, 

there is no better way to win the real fire of xuanyue! 

 

Just as he was about to step towards the underpass, the light of Lin Zhuqing's red flame sword had 

arrived! 

 

The sword roared on the back! 

 

Ye Chen's chest was directly shot out of a big hole, the edge of the hole, showing a burnt state, there are 

countless flames from it! 

 

Ye Chen's eyes are convex, only feel his consciousness a burst of distortion, the whole body is shaking 

wildly, this terrible blow, as if crushed the last straw of the camel, let his body at the edge of collapse 

more dangerous! 

 

Life and death are on the line! 

 

If the general warrior to this moment, even if the heart again strong, again tough, also want to give up? 

 

Compared with the pain of the mountain and the tsunami, the fear of the extinction of the gods and 

spirits, it may be easier to accept death! 



 

But! 

 

Is Ye Chen a general warrior? 

 

At the moment, the light in the eyes is still more bright, and there is no more! 

 

The more life and death, the more Ye Chen is not allowed to fall down! 

 

Get through it! 

 

We have to get through it!!! 

 

There are too many responsibilities on him to accept death! 

 

Ye Chen fiercely bit his teeth, and his teeth were broken by him. With the impact of the red flame sword 

light, his whole body instantly turned into a shell like, flying towards the underground passage at an 

incredible speed! 

 

All this seems complicated, in fact, happened between the electric light flint! 

 

At the moment of Ye Chen's body shape flying up, it is a sword light, which turns into a red flame to 

practice and shoot fiercely! 

 

Even if ye Chen's speed is extremely fast, it is still a minute slower than the sword light. The sword light 

is chasing him, almost catching up with him! 

 

In the present state of Ye Chen, if you eat Lin Zhuqing's sword, there is no second possibility except for 

the destruction of both the body and the spirit! 

 



The light in Lin Zhu's beautiful eyes is getting colder and colder, calculating the distance between sword 

light and ye Chen! 

 

Three, two, one 

 

Her eyes, suddenly out of endless opportunities to kill, in the heart of the dark drink: "in 

 

That red flame sword light, in an instant, will cut in Ye Chen's body! 

 

But, at this time, ye Chen's figure was ahead of time for a moment, disappeared in the passage on the 

ground, at the same time, with a loud bang, the entrance door of the passage was closed instantly! 

 

Another deafening explosion, the whole temple will be submerged by fire, even this forgotten continent 

is once again tremendously trembling! 

 

The light of the fire converged, and Lin Zhuqing in the fire spring had a very ugly look on his pretty face, 

staring at the passage behind the altar. 

 

At the moment, the gate of the passage has been almost broken, but Lin Zhuqing can't attack Ye Chen 

now! 

 

Why? 

 

Ye Chen has entered the underground passage and disappeared in the field of vision. If she wants to 

pursue Ye Chen, she must leave the fire spring! 

 

Yes! 

 

Her clothes were stolen by Ye Chen! 

 



Lin Zhuqing's beautiful eyes showed a look of great shame and indignation, and said angrily, "shameless 

people, how could they use such mean means! Are you still a martial arts practitioner? " 

 

Lin bamboo was angry and angry, and her chest was rising and falling. After a moment, she recovered 

her mood. Her eyes flashed at the fire spring beneath her body. There was no hidden thing near the 

temple, and her body had a breath of true moon. Ordinary clothes would burn up in this instant, and 

could not be worn at all. At the moment, only the essence of fire could be taken from this fire spring. To 

make a suit of clothes! 

 

She snorted coldly and glanced at the underground passage coldly. She knew that there was only one 

exit in the temple. Even if ye Chen entered the underground passage, he was only delaying his death 

and could not escape at all. Therefore, Lin Zhuqing was not very anxious. 

 

Now, she just needs to refine the right clothes to wear, and then go to kill the thief, so that the thief can 

live a little longer. 

 

Although she hopes Ye Chen will die soon, she doesn't want Ye Chen to see her body more When 

 

thought of this, Lin Zhu Qing immediately stretched out his hand, lit the essence of fire element, and 

condensed it out in the fire spring. 

 

…… 

 

Ye Chen fell into the channel, the broken body rolled on the stairs, leaving a large amount of blood, 

finally, hit the end of the channel heavily! 

 

Hearing Lin Zhuqing's abuse, he couldn't help but smile bitterly. In order to survive, how could he care so 

much?If he had not stolen Lin Zhuqing's clothes, he would have been dead now? 

 

The reason why he did this was to bet on Lin Zhuqing, because the xuanyue real fire breath could not be 

covered with ordinary materials! 

 

Fortunately, he bet right and saved his life for the time being! 



 

He glanced around. It seemed like a meeting room under the ground. It was supposed to be prepared 

for the time when the priests and the high-level officials of shenyuehai were talking. 

 

Xuan Han Yu soundtracks: "Ye Chen, don't be careless. Now, Lin Zhu Qing should collect the essence of 

fire element to re refine clothes, leaving you little time!" 

 

At this time, ye Chen's face was twisted again, and a silver flame gushed from his seven orifices! 

 

"Kill me!" 

 

Ye Chen suddenly drinks, displays the six exterminates the true formula new word chapter, with the 

endless destruction power to produce, suppresses that xuanyue true fire power, suppresses! 

 

However, it can only suppress for a moment 

 

Ye Chen's eyes flashed wildly. This dark moon fire is worthy of being the seventh in the list of foreign 

gods. It seems that the fire is as mild as moonlight, but in fact, when it really breaks out, it is more 

violent than the sun! 

 

Even with his constitution, he can't support it! 

 

At present, he can only fight to death. He suppresses xuanyue's real fire while swallowing it with 

Xuanyan. Whether he can survive depends on whether xuanyue zhenhuo melts his body first or whether 

his Xuanyan nibbles xuanyue zhenhuo out first! 

 

At the next moment, the blue and purple flame on Ye Chen's body surface suddenly converged, and 

madly poured into the channels and bones, and collided with the flaming silver flame in his body! 

 

The silver flame was rolling and sending out a huge flame. It seemed that the blue and purple flame 

could be put out in an instant. But at this moment, the endless black light came. Under the black light, 

half a black Rune was condensed. The rolling destructive power came from the seal and suppressed the 



silver flame. The blue and purple flame took advantage of this opportunity to come and devour the quilt 

crazily Silver flame in suppression! 

Chapter 4082 

 

 

 

There is a big gap between the rank of Xuanyan and the real fire of xuanyue. Originally, it is impossible 

to swallow the real fire of xuanyue. 

 

For example, if xuanyue zhenhuo is a hundred Zhang dragon, Xuanyan is at most a small snake with a 

small arm length. 

 

Under normal circumstances, how can small snakes feed on the dragon? 

 

But now, there is a big hand to press the arrogant dragon on the ground, making it unable to resist at all! 

 

Take advantage of this opportunity, this small snake can bite off a trace of flesh and blood from the 

dragon! 

 

Of course, if that's all, the snake still doesn't have the possibility to eat the dragon! 

 

Because the body of the dragon is ten thousand times as large as that of a small snake! 

 

According to this speed of swallowing, the dragon may not be able to eat for a thousand years! 

 

However, the big hand that held the dragon on the ground was shaking under the struggle and 

resistance of the dragon. As soon as we saw it, we could not hold on for too long! 

 

It still looks like a dead end! 

 



Fortunately, ye Chen is not completely desperate! 

 

The reason is this little snake! 

 

Although the dragon is extraordinary, this little snake is not an ordinary one! 

 

At the moment, the body of the little snake is changing rapidly with the swallowing of silver flame! 

 

The little snake grew up at an incredible speed. In a blink of an eye, it turned into a big snake with the 

length of one person. Its scales became more and more bright. Under the snake, there were four bulges 

and two bamboo shoots on top of its head! 

 

This little snake is actually evolving towards the real dragon! 

 

Ye Chen's eyes are shining! 

 

What is the biggest characteristic of Xuanyan? 

 

That's phagocytic evolution! 

 

As Xuanyan devours the real fire of xuanyue, its level will also increase rapidly, and the phagocytosis 

speed will naturally increase greatly! 

 

In this way, before he could not suppress the real fire of xuanyue, Xuanyan still had a glimmer of hope to 

devour the real fire of xuanyue! 

 

Today's Ye Chen, on the one hand, wants to suppress the real fire of xuanyue to prevent being eaten 

back by the real fire and burn himself to ashes. On the other hand, he has to face Lin Zhuqing's pursuit! 

 

It's a dead end in a dead end! 



 

However, he can only do his best to survive in this death! 

 

As time goes by, the fire of xuanyue real fire in Ye Chen's body is also weak! 

 

Although it is also extremely powerful, it has obviously weakened at the beginning! 

 

On the other side, Xuanyan has undergone earth shaking transformation, just like a snake into a dragon! 

 

At the moment, the fire of the dark flame rises greatly, and the color changes from blue and purple to 

light silver! 

 

In the silver light, there are wisps of purple gas flowing! 

 

At the moment, Xuanyan has reached the edge of the breakthrough! 

 

Although, even if the breakthrough, and xuanyue true fire this level of Shenhuo, there is still a great gap, 

but! 

 

In this way, Xuanyan will have qualitative change, the speed of phagocytosis will be greatly improved! 

 

…… On the other side of the 

 

, Lin Zhuqing's flashing red rays flashed before the fire, and countless elements of fire were condensed 

into a line, and the outline of the red skirt was sketched out. 

 

There is not much time left for ye Chen! 

 



However, what the two people in the temple did not find was that when Lin Zhuqing and ye Chen were 

fighting, there was a pair of golden vertical pupils under the ground of the forgotten land, and looked in 

the direction where the temple was located! 

 

Under the ground, there was a violent shock, and a black light suddenly rose into the sky, turning into a 

dark electric light, shooting towards the direction of the temple! 

 

…… 

 

Bang, ye Chen's body, suddenly issued a burst of thunder, that is a burst of sound! 

 

The explosion of the flame! 

 

has been transformed into a faint silver flame of a vast expanse of fire, burst suddenly, and the rolling 

flames are turned into the essence of extremely pure fire property, which is rapidly agglomerate 

towards a silver purple spot. 

 

Xuanyan is going to advance! 

 

The xuanyue real fire sensed the change of Xuanyan, and seemed to have a sense of panic, and 

struggled even harder! 

 

Ye Chen's face was very hard, and on the dark hand that suppressed the dark flame, there were signs of 

melting under the burning of silver flame! 

 

He murmured: "no, if it goes on like this, I will not be able to suppress the xuanyue fire!" 

 

Xuanhanyu also said in a coagulative voice: "yes, you can only suppress half a column of incense at most 

now. Even if Xuanyan advances to Shenhuo, this time is far from enough for Xuanyan to swallow up 

xuanyue's real fire!" 

 

Ye Chen hears a speech in the eye flash extremely fierce fierce look! 



 

Sunmoon sea sacred object? 

 

Seventh on the list of divine fire? 

 

Ha ha, are you cruel to me? 

 

Laozi, more cruel than you! 

 

Ye Chen roared violently, and the Qi of heaven and earth broke out in an instant. The rune suppressed 

on the real fire of xuanyue had a subtle change! 

 

As if to transform towards the complete seal!Xuanhanyu was surprised and said, "Ye Chen, what are you 

doing? Is it really necessary to complete this seal at this time? Do you know what the risks are? To be 

honest, if the real fire of xuanyue breaks out and burns your body, I still have a chance to protect your 

spirit and escape from here. 

 

Yes! If now, you gather the seal of the road to be eaten back, destroy the Shinto and the fire of xuanyue 

real fire erupt together, even if it is me, there is no way to protect you! 

 

That is to say, once you fail, you will end up with nothing but your body and spirit! " 

 

She didn't Tell ye Chen that she didn't want Ye Chen to give up. She hoped Ye Chen would do everything 

to fight for a trace of vitality. But now, Xuan Hanyu doesn't care so much about it! 

 

Ye Chen is really playing with his life! 

 

Ye Chen showed a very reluctant smile: "keep the spirit? Even if I keep the spirit, it will take me a long 

time to recover? Xuanxianzi, you should be very clear, even if I know you can keep my spirit immortal, I 

will still make such a choice! " 

 



Xuanhanyu heard the speech and was silent, so she had to sigh. Now, all she can do is to believe Ye 

Chen! 

 

In this life and death limit, ye Chen's potential seems to have burst out completely! 

 

Only on the verge of extinction can we feel the destruction best! 

 

At the moment, ye Chen's understanding of the God of destruction is rising at an unimaginable speed! 

 

at that time, the essence of the fire property that sticks to the silver and purple spots is finally absorbed. 

In the body of Ye Chen, a sparkle of silver and purple is blooming. 

 

In the fire, exudes some kind of inexplicable fire road rhyme! 

 

Xuanyan successfully advanced! 

 

Foreign Shenhuo, specifically refers to those with a certain kind of fire road rhyme of the flame! 

 

With the charm of Tao, it is the symbol of foreign divine fire. At the same time, it will change the power 

of the flame! 

 

Originally, no matter how strong the flame is, it will be suppressed by the law of heaven and earth. Now, 

the divine fire with Taoist rhyme can, to a certain extent, ignore the influence of the law of heaven and 

earth! 

 

After the advanced stage, Xuanyan seemed to feel the danger of the master. Under a flash, it fiercely 

rushed to the silver fire sea of the real fire of xuanyue and devoured it crazily! 

 

That Silver Purple spark is growing at a very fast speed. At the same time, the color also changes to the 

color of pure silver! 

Chapter 4083 



 

 

 

The black palm which was suppressed on the silver fire melted more and more quickly. However, the 

destruction seal on the palm was gradually integrated! 

 

Xuanhanyu was shocked to see this scene. She didn't expect that ye Chen had a chance to condense the 

destruction seal! 

 

This It's a little bit against the weather! 

 

Even if he is a rare genius in the dark world like Gu Xuan, and has a family inheritance that destroys 

Shinto, there is no chance to condense the Taoist seal before the peak of heaven and earth! 

 

This is not only because of the Qi of heaven and earth, but also because Gu Xuan's understanding of the 

destruction of Shinto is not enough! 

 

In other words, ye Chen has even surpassed Gu Xuan in his attainments of destroying Shinto! 

 

Ye Chen's eyes flashed wildly, and he was in a state of extinction at any time. In his mind, there were 

countless enlightenment! 

 

Originally, in the inheritance of the six annihilation secrets and the respect of destruction, the obscure 

places were immediately and clearly presented in front of us! 

 

Liu miezhen Jue is advancing towards the realm of great perfection, and the inheritance of the Zun of 

destruction is quickly digested by Ye Chen! 

 

With the two complementing each other, the big hand, which had been shaking and was about to melt, 

was actually stabilized! 

 



At last, a black light burst out in Ye Chen's eyes, and the breath of destruction stirred around him. A 

mysterious Rune loomed in the depth of his pupil! 

 

In the body that suppresses the xuanyue real fire on the big hand, condensed to the extreme black light 

crazy flash! 

 

In the palm, a complete seal appears! 

 

The palm of the hand was completely stabilized, and there was no tendency to melt or shake again! 

 

And that xuanyue real fire seems to send out a cry, the fire in this palm under the suppression of more 

weakened! 

 

On the other side, it is close to the color of pure silver. The dark flame with purple light flowing on the 

surface has greatly increased the speed of swallowing! 

 

It's done! 

 

Ye Chen's eyes flashed a touch of ecstasy! 

 

His whole temperament seems to have undergone some inexplicable changes. At the moment, he 

actually exudes the terrible power of destroying everything! 

 

It's like a devil out of the abyss! 

 

Today, he has fully understood the six extermination secrets and the inheritance of the Lord of 

destruction! 

 

His strength, and ruthlessly advanced a big step! 

 



However, ye Chen didn't take it lightly at all. He ran Xuan Yan with all his strength and swallowed up the 

real fire of xuanyue! 

 

Break a dead end, there is another waiting for him! 

 

…… 

 

In the sea of fire, a red dress in front of Lin Zhuqing's body has gradually taken shape. Her eyes flash 

wildly. With half a column of incense, the long skirt can be completed, which means that ye Chen's 

death is coming! 

 

At the moment, ye Chen is all over the blood, burning black, bursts of smoke from his body, obviously, 

his state, very bad! 

 

However, ye Chen's face is the emergence of a touch of ecstasy color! 

 

In his body, the real fire of xuanyue is no longer a sea of fire, only a sporadic probability flame, curled up 

in the corner, constantly shaking, there is no longer the pride and pressure at the beginning! 

 

The hundred Zhang dragon is dying! 

 

On the other side, the dark flame has turned into pure silver, and the purple light curls around it, 

sending out a raging fire. The once small snake has crossed the dragon's gate and turned into a nine day 

dragon. It is even stronger than the real fire of xuanyue at its heyday! 

 

The next moment, that dark flame, will be the last trace of xuanyue real fire swallowed up! 

 

Now, it is one of the most famous fire in the world! 

 

It's a success! 

 



Ye Chen's goal of entering the forgotten continent has been achieved! 

 

He could feel how terrible the advanced flame was, and how great an improvement would be made to 

his body if the blood burning formula was used! 

 

Don't say it's using the burning blood formula. It's just that the dark flame is integrated into the attack, 

which can produce extremely terrible effects on the enemy. With the current level of Xuanyan and ye 

Chen's strength, they are not bound by the rules of internal refining and external refining! 

 

However, before Xuanyan and other levels are not enough, only burning blood formula can best play the 

power of Xuanyan, release to hurt the enemy, can not get too good effect, ye Chen has not done so! 

 

Now it's different! 

 

In some cases, outside the dark flame, but can produce better results! 

 

Ye Chen took a deep breath. Although Xuanyan succeeded in the promotion, he did not feel relieved at 

all. He poured countless top level healing pills into his mouth like beans. The huge power of the 

medicine gushed out. He closed his eyes and repaired his damaged body as quickly as possible! 

 

The big hole in his chest, gradually healed! 

 

…… 

 

In the sea of fire, Lin Zhuqing's beautiful eyes twinkled with brilliance and elegant long skirt, which 

appeared in front of her. The light of the long skirt flashed, and fell on Lin Zhuqing's delicate body. She 

moved and left the fire spring and went towards the entrance of the underground passage!The gate of 

the passage was directly opened by Lin Zhuqing with a sword! 

 

Ye Chen's eyes suddenly opened, and from the ground, his eyes were very dignified toward the top of 

the stairs. 

 



I saw a beautiful woman in a red dress, all over the fire, just like a goddess of fire, standing at the 

entrance, looking down coldly at the bottom of the stairs! 

 

Ye Chen took a deep breath, not only did not show the slightest fear in his eyes, but was full of fighting 

spirit! 

 

A long black sword fell into his hands, and his whole body was filled with an incomparable surge of 

destruction rhyme! 

 

Now, the complete destruction seal has been condensed, and the Xuanyan that swallowed up the real 

fire of xuanyue has been obtained. Ye Chen's strength has undergone a qualitative change! 

 

Even the realm has broken through a layer of heaven, and now she is the fifth heaven of the holy 

ancestral realm! 

 

Before he may only reluctantly and heaven and earth six layers of heaven and earth to fight! 

 

Today, he already has the strength which is completely comparable to the existence of six layers of 

heaven and earth! 

 

If you practice burning the sky, you can even defeat the seven layers of heaven and earth! 

 

Even in the face of the real existence of the same territory demons, although it is difficult to win, but 

also has the strength of the first World War! 

 

Lin Zhuqing, very strong! 

 

Although her realm is not the highest in the dark son of the moon, Lin Zhuqing's real strength can even 

crush most of the strong! 

 

What's more, she has exquisite Daoxin, and can create flaws in others' Daoxin. Therefore, even the most 

powerful person whose strength is far higher than her, she is also quite a headache when she meets Lin 



Zhuqing. After all, the stronger her cultivation is, the more she understands the importance of Daoxin. 

No one wants to let her own Daoxin have any flaws! 

 

Unfortunately, she met Ye Chen! 

Chapter 4084 

 

 

 

Ye Chen, who has Wuzu Daoxin, will not be affected by Linglong Daoxin! 

 

If you were another person, even if you had the same strength as ye Chen, you couldn't have lived to the 

present. If you had been influenced by Lin Zhuqing at the beginning, and there was a flaw, the sword 

that ye Chen cut when he absorbed the real fire of xuanyue would have killed him! 

 

Although Ye Chen's strength is soaring, there is still a big gap compared with Lin Zhuqing. However, with 

Ye Chen's current strength, it is possible to escape! 

 

This opportunity, extremely slim, however, as long as there is a glimmer of opportunity, ye Chen will not 

let go! 

 

Lin Zhuqing and ye Chen look at each other. Even if she is full of killing intention to Ye Chen in her heart, 

she can't help but flash a touch of amazing color in her beautiful eyes! 

 

With Linglong Daoxin, she can realize how powerful Ye Chen's Daoxin is! 

 

Originally, she thought that her own heart of Tao was superior to anyone else. Even a warrior stronger 

than herself, as long as she wanted, could create flaws in the other party's heart of Tao! 

 

This is the best proof! 

 

After all, if the other party's Daoxin is stronger than her, even if Linglong Daoxin has such terrible ability, 

it can't cause any flaw to the other party's Daoxin. 



 

Now, such a person finally appears! 

 

Even Lin Zhuqing has to admit that ye Chen's Taoist heart is not under his own exquisite Taoist heart, 

even stronger! 

 

Ye Chen stares at Lin Zhuqing and suddenly smiles and says, "Miss Lin, if I say this is a misunderstanding, 

do you believe it?" 

 

As he spoke, he fought for every minute and second to repair his injuries! 

 

When Lin Zhuqing heard the speech, he was angry in his beautiful eyes and said coldly: 

"misunderstanding? You lurk by my side, peep at me, and take away the sacred things that should 

belong to me in this temple. Now you say it is a misunderstanding 

 

The fire of Zhou's sword burst out in a moment, which is very similar to the fire power of Zhou xuanlin! 

 

A red sword light appears. There is a trace of endless fire in the sword light. When the sword light 

trembles, it is chopped towards ye Chenji in an instant! 

 

Ye Chen's face sank, and his sword was full of terrifying energy. Even though his strength has soared, it is 

not an easy thing to take over! 

 

At the next moment, his whole body is full of evil spirit, Hongmeng spirit and even evil spirit. Once the 

flame in his body is full of fire, he will use the formula of burning blood and do his best! 

 

But at this time, ye Chen is suddenly eyes move, suddenly stretched out a finger, toward the sword light, 

gently! 

 

A pure silver spark with purple air fell on the red sword light instantly! 

 

Time, as if stagnated for a moment! 



 

A very strange scene, appeared! 

 

The red sword light, which seems to be against the sky, is actually in contact with the silver flame. It 

trembles slightly and becomes red light to dissipate! 

 

The whole temple seems to be silent! 

 

Lin Zhuqing looked at the scene with great dullness. He didn't seem to know what happened 

 

Even ye Chen himself is a different face! 

 

How easily did he defuse Lin Zhuqing's sword? 

 

You know, it's not easy to take this sword, even if it's the later stage of the universe! 

 

Can be so easily suppressed by Ye Chen? 

 

Ye Chen's eyes are filled with joy. The reason why he was able to dissolve Lin Zhuqing's sword light so 

easily is because of the fire road seal! 

 

This fire path seal is based on the breath of xuanyue zhenhuo. Now ye Chen's Xuanyan has completely 

engulfed xuanyue zhenhuo. The Daoyun possessed by xuanyue zhenhuo is naturally occupied by 

Xuanyan! 

 

And the fire road seal in the sword light of Lin Zhuqing is formed by the Dao rhyme in the breath of 

xuanyue real fire. Then, when the sword light meets xuanyue real fire itself, how can it have any power? 

 

Its seal, in touch with the moment of Xuanyan, it is completely crushed by Xuanyan! 

 



Therefore, nature is vulnerable! 

 

Therefore, ye Chen at the moment seems to be Lin Zhuqing's nemesis! Unlimited suppression! 

 

Lin Zhuqing also responded quickly. The anger, unwillingness, and grief in her eyes almost all turned into 

substance! 

 

How could she not believe that ye Chen really took xuanyue real fire in such a short time!? 

 

That's her ancestor, a sacred object for countless years! 

 

So it fell into the hands of the thief!? 

 

Lin Zhuqing beautiful eyes, blooming endless cold light, she must kill Ye Chen to comfort the ancestors! 

 

"Die for me!" 

 

Lin Chuqing roared and took his hand again. The endless sword spirit surged, turning into a sword light 

and chopping it to Ye Chen. However, this time, it was no longer with any fire road charm, but pure 

sword light! 

 

Ye Chen's eyes flashed slightly. Although he swallowed the real fire of xuanyue, he could restrain Lin 

Zhuqing's fire path and let her attack power drop instantly, but!Even so, the sword of Lin Zhuqing still 

broke out with the power comparable to the later period of the heaven and earth! 

 

In other words, it is still far above Ye Chen! 

 

However, it is much better than the red sword light just now! 

 

Ye Chen takes a deep breath, the body of the heavenly demon, the body of hundred evils, and the 

formula of burning blood, which has been brought into full play in an instant! 



 

The pure silver dark flame moves and melts into Ye Chen's four limbs and hundreds of skeletons. The 

endless power of the flame bursts in the body, bringing all the power in the blood to the peak. A layer of 

silver and white flame is emerging on Ye Chen's body surface, and its power suddenly rises to an 

unimaginable level! 

 

The light in Ye Chen's eyes flashed and the destruction rhyme stirred. Facing the fierce sword light, a 

sword suddenly appeared. In the cold sword light, a road seal with a terrifying and powerful power was 

revealed. The destructive power of the sword was condensed countless times in an instant. This sword 

seems to be able to restore all things in the world to nothingness! 

 

The next moment, the sword light and the sword light flash at the same time. In an instant, there is a 

collision! 

 

Shock drama! 

 

Real drama shock! 

 

Burst out in the temple! 

 

If it had not been for the extremely important position of the temple in the ancient times, and the whole 

body was made of some very strong top-level materials, I am afraid it would have collapsed completely 

under the aftershock of the fight between the two sides! 

 

There was a big bang, and a figure flew backward by the huge force, and hit the wall heavily, leaving a 

spider web like crack on the solid wall! 

 

Ye Chen vomited blood, fell to the ground, panted violently, and looked pale 

 

A ferocious sword wound appeared in his ribs! 

 

However, Lin Zhuqing's sword has been eliminated at this moment! 



 

Lin Zhuqing saw this, and his pretty face was shocked again! 

 

She didn't think of her own sword? 

 

Although Lin Zhuqing is full of killing intention to Ye Chen, she is still a very proud woman in essence. Ye 

Chen is just a holy ancestor. What about her? 

 

She is a strong man at the top of heaven and earth! 

Chapter 4085 

 

 

 

In the face of Ye Chen, Lin Zhuqing has already cheated the small with the big one. Therefore, she did 

not intend to show her own nature at all. Originally, she thought that she could kill Ye Chen with a sword 

in her hand 

 

I didn't expect it! 

 

His own attack, actually is one after another by Ye Chen to dissolve! 

 

Originally, she thought that the reason why Ye Chen didn't die because of his own sword was just good 

luck 

 

Now it seems that this is not the case at all! 

 

Ye Chen can survive, rely on strength! 

 

Her beautiful eyes slightly turbulent to look at Ye Chen, in front of this young man's martial arts ability is 

strong to make Lin Zhuqing all for it's frightening! 



 

Ye Chen takes a deep breath, presses down the wound, spits out a mouthful of blood, stares at the exit 

behind Lin Zhuqing, and deduces in his heart the process of fighting with Lin Zhuqing. It is almost 

impossible for him to defeat Lin Zhuqing 

 

However, through the fight just now, ye Chen already knows that Lin Zhuqing wants to kill himself, and it 

is not so easy without exerting himself in the sky! 

 

…… 

 

Outside the forgotten continent, in a black warship, Chu Wuying gazed at the colorful jade in his hand 

and frowned slightly 

 

Just now, he clearly sensed the breath of Ye Chen's life. There was a violent fluctuation, as if he was 

dying of serious injury. Chu Wuying almost subconsciously wanted to inform old Wu! 

 

But now, how did ye Chen's breath of life stabilize again? 

 

His eyes kept flashing. If old Wu knew that he had let Ye Chen into the forgotten land, he would not let 

him go easily even if he was a royal family 

 

I don't know. Even the position of the Lord of the Black Sea hall has to be replaced 

 

Therefore, Chu Wu Ying did not want to inform old Wu until he had to 

 

He sighed: "boy, you must not die Once again, your breath of life will fluctuate violently again. I will 

inform Mr. Wu! " 

 

…… 

 

What does it mean that Lin Zhuqing can't kill Ye Chen easily? 



 

That means Ye Chen can delay the arrival of Mr. Wu! 

 

In his eyes, the magic light flashed. Now xuanyue real fire has been completely engulfed by Xuanyan. Ye 

Chen can't hand in xuanyue's real fire if he wants to hand it over. That is to say, even if Wu is old enough 

to be here, ye Chen will have no loss! 

 

From Wu's performance in the God test, although he didn't know why, he would not let Lin Zhuqing kill 

himself! 

 

He thought to himself: "just now he was seriously injured. Chu Wuying should have informed Wu Lao, 

right? As long as we arrive here, we should be able to leave the old land safely as long as we can 

 

At this moment, Lin Zhuqing will attack again when his sword is full! 

 

Ye Chen is also full of breath, the evil sword on the destruction of the rhyme rolling, is a sword in an 

instant will be cut out! 

 

But, all of a sudden, the two people on the edge of the hand were both stiff at the same time! 

 

In the eyes of Lin Zhuqing and ye Chen, there is a look of suspicion! 

 

At the moment, there was a strange and terrible breath coming out of the temple! 

 

After they stopped at the same time, they both looked at each other. Ye Chen asked xuanhanyu, 

"Xuanxian, is this breath..." 

 

Xuanhanyu also said in a dignified voice: "yes, it's a real demon with sinking moon However, they are 

not at the same level as the real demons you used to fight in the preliminaries. If the three demons 

released in the preliminaries are just ordinary demons, those who appear outside the temple are at least 

higher demons! " 

 



Ye Chen's heart and spirit are awe inspiring, and his face is even more ugly. Now, even the high real devil 

is provoked! 

 

But in other words, this is a great opportunity for ye Chen to escape! 

 

If Lin Zhuqing is against that high demon clan, then, even with her strength, she can't be distracted by 

herself, right? 

 

The more fierce the fight, the better! 

 

Lin Zhuqing's pretty face is also gloomy. She knows more about the horror of this higher true devil than 

ye Chen! 

 

Even though the real devil has been suppressed by the array, his power is still a level higher than Lin 

Zhuqing! 

 

That is to say, the real devil outside the temple has the strength of the original state! 

 

At the moment, she did not have the mind to tube YE Chen, because, the smell of the demon clan has 

approached the temple! 

 

Lin Zhu's beautiful eyes flashed a deep cold color. For her as a descendant of the priest, this temple is a 

holy land like existence. How can this true demon be defiled! 

 

The next moment, Lin Zhuqing's figure flashed, and he appeared outside the temple. 

 

In front of her, a fierce and powerful figure appeared! 

 

The figure is the same as that of ordinary people. The whole body is surrounded by rolling black gas. 

Two cold golden lights fall on Lin Zhuqing, which makes Lin Zhuqing feel a huge pressure!However, Lin 

Zhuqing's mind was shaking, not only because of the pressure of the high real devil, but also because of 

a huge space crack behind the real devil! 



 

If you want to enter the moon city, you must walk according to the unique footwork at the intersection 

to cross the protective array. But it seems that the devil directly breaks the array and tears the space in! 

 

Lin Zhuqing looked at the real devil with great dignity. Although the moon city defense array left by the 

ancient times was much weaker because of the time, it was able to break it so easily. It seems that the 

strength of the high real devil in front of him was still ahead of Lin Zhuqing's expectation! 

 

Her whole body rhymes turn, ready to hand at any time! 

 

Ye Chen at the bottom of the earth feels that Lin Zhuqing and the high real devil are facing each other 

outside the temple. His eyes flash. At this moment, Lin Zhuqing's mind is completely attracted by the 

high true devil. It's the best time for him to hide his tracks! 

 

At the next moment, the soul swallowing road seal runs in an instant, and the treasure coat on his body 

moves at the same time. Between the flashes of light, ye Chen turns into a transparent shadow and 

disappears from the original place! 

 

Then, he moved to the outside of the hall! 

 

As he watched Lin Zhuqing and the high real devil, he retreated toward the space crack. 

 

He is not in a hurry, but waiting! 

 

Waiting for the moment when two people really fight is the best time to escape! 

 

But at this time, Lin Zhuqing was reacting to something. First, he glanced at the temple behind him. He 

could not feel the breath of Ye Chen under the ground, and his pretty face suddenly became cold! 

 

She said with a cold smile: "Ye Chen, do you want to escape alone? It's not that easy! " 

 



As soon as the sound of Lin Zhu's Qinghua fell, a very holy aura stirred up in her delicate body. The 

temple seemed to be affected by this aura, and a burst of dazzling golden splendor broke out in an 

instant! 

 

At the next moment, an array suddenly covered all the areas near the temple! 
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Ye Chen sees this, his face suddenly sinks. He moves, and he will rush into the space crack torn by the 

higher demons at all costs, but 

 

Even if ye Chen's reaction is fast, it is still a little late. A golden light curtain blocks Ye Chen's eyes, 

completely isolating him from the space crack! 

 

In Lin Zhu's beautiful eyes, there is a faint color. As a descendant of a priest, she naturally has some 

methods to control the protection of the temple! 

 

The thief stole the real fire of xuanyue and wanted to escape alone? 

 

She would never be so cheap, ye Chen! 

 

"Shit 

 

Ye Chen looked at the light curtain in front of him with a look of ugliness. He turned his head and glared 

at Lin Zhuqing. This damned woman, even if he died, would he have to be dragged into the water to do 

the backing? 

 

In the protective light screen that blocked him, countless runes were surging, emitting extremely 

powerful energy fluctuations. Even ye Chen, if he wanted to break it, it would take a lot of effort! 

 



In the process of the next two men fighting, he was affected by the aftermath of the battle. I'm afraid 

that he can't continue to hide. If he wants to live, he can only help Lin Zhuqing overcome the high real 

devil? 

 

At this time, the golden awn in the high true devil's eyes suddenly flourished and gazed at Lin Zhuqing. 

The color of ecstasy appeared in his eyes! 

 

He looked up to the sky and said with a wild laugh: "ha ha ha ha, you can control this temple. Sure 

enough, this woman is a descendant of the priest. Lao Tzu, Gao Zhen, is a demon. After waiting for so 

many years, she finally has a chance to leave this ghost place!" 

 

His whole body was suddenly full of evil spirit, showing a black scale all over his body, with six arms, and 

all over with strange runes. He looked extremely arrogant! 

 

Ye Chen looks at that really devil's appearance, suddenly pupil shrinks! 

 

That high true devil, the whole body up and down the muscle, are full of extremely surging strength! 

 

He is a powerful devil! 

 

Even under the suppression of the array covering the whole forgotten continent, the real demon who 

called himself "Yan Xun" has been greatly weakened in terms of strength and resistance to power, but 

the pure power contained in this demon body is still superior to Ye Chen! 

 

This is still the case when he refined the real fire of xuanyue, otherwise, there is no comparability at all! 

 

You know, just looking at the high real devil, standing near the real devil, ye Chen's heart is under 

tremendous pressure! 

 

Every cell in his whole body seems to be roaring to keep him away from this high demon clan! 

 



Ye Chen knows that this feeling means that the real devil is really dangerous to the extreme and can 

easily threaten his own life! 

 

Lin Zhuqing's pupil shrinks. What does the devil say? 

 

Get out of this place? 

 

Is it true that the devil wants to use himself to escape from the array that covers the forgotten land? 

 

Lin Zhuqing looks more and more cold down, even if she is dead also does not allow this kind of thing to 

happen! 

 

At this time, the high real devil suddenly stepped forward and walked towards Lin Zhuqing! 

 

One step out, the whole world seems to be color change, countless laws, because of this step and 

distorted general! 

 

As if millions of mountains were moving at the same time! 

 

Just such a casual step will have such an effect. We can see how powerful the demon clan is! 

 

Lin Zhuqing beautiful eyes, eyes a Lin, drink a voice: "from the sky!" 

 

The next moment, endless Daoyun broke out completely, and ye Chen's whole body seemed to burn up 

in an instant, completely turned into a sea of fire! Even the air he breathed was so hot that he almost 

ignited his lungs! 

 

Lin Zhuqing's self-respect is very similar to that fire spring! 

 

On Lin Zhuqing's delicate body, the fire is full of fire, and the whole person is like a burning queen of fire 

for nine days! 



 

The extremely strong sword was intended to surge in the sea of fire, instantly turned into several red 

swords, and instantly locked the advanced real devil who was walking forward step by step! 

 

In each sword, there is an incomparable burst of energy. Just a breath can blow up a piece of sea area in 

the Sunmoon sea! 

 

Ye Chen couldn't help swallowing his saliva. After he showed himself in the sky, Lin Zhuqing's strength 

was so strong that he reached such a level! 

 

This seemingly ordinary sea of fire, never on the surface, so simple! 

 

This self-contained level has reached five grades! 

 

What's more, it is very close to the five grades of six grades! 

 

Among the martial artists Ye Chen has met today, Lin Zhuqing's self-reliance is already the highest level 

of his own! 

 

The strength of Shen Yue's dark son is far better than that of ordinary martial arts! 

 

If Lin Zhuqing had made his own efforts at the beginning, ye Chen would not be able to stand here now! 

 

But! 

 

Soon, ye Chen's face color, then again slightly changed! 

 

Why? 

 



Because, at the moment, in Lin Zhuqing's self-consciousness, the high real devil locked by these terrible 

swords has a faint disdain on his ugly and ferocious face!The sword trembled, instantly turned into 

several red streamers, towards the high real devil bombardment and go! 

 

Each sword is engraved with a seal of fire path. At this moment, the light of this seal is shining. In this 

sea of fire, the power of Lin Zhuqing's road seal has also been greatly improved. The terrible firepower 

and the cold sword sense are perfectly integrated into one, and the extremely terrifying destructive 

power breaks out!!! 

 

Ye Chen's pupils are shrinking wildly. Lin Zhuqing's sword light is terrible! 

 

Powerful! 

 

Even, in the fierce firepower and sharp sword spirit, a trace of wave that annihilated all things appeared! 

 

Ye Chen, who has the charm of destruction, is very clear that it is a trace of destructive power after the 

destructive power is close to the extreme! 

 

The Shinto of destruction is one of the three original ways. It is extremely powerful and brings ye 

Chenyuan more destructive power than ye Chen. Although Lin Zhuqing can't directly use the rhyme of 

the destruction Dao like Ye Chen, he can enhance his attack power by several levels. However, when the 

power in the attack exceeds a certain limit, any warrior may be infected with a trace of destruction 

when he takes the attack power! 

 

And a little bit of destructive power, sometimes it can make the martial arts' destructive power produce 

earth shaking changes! 

 

Of course, in the face of Ye Chen's destruction of Shinto owners, it is useless, and even 

counterproductive. But this is a real demon, but his body does not emit a trace of destruction Dao 

rhyme! 

 

Ye Chen's eyes flashed wildly. This blow may really hurt the high power demon! 

 



But! 

 

This is not over yet! 

 

A strange wave flashed through Lin Zhuqing's beautiful eyes, and a burst of inexplicable charm instantly 

filled her and the real devil! 

 

Ye Chen looks moving, this strange meaning, he is familiar with again! 

 

Not long ago, Lin Zhuqing did the same to him! 

 

It is the power of Linglong Daoxin! 
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Lin Zhuqing obviously wants to leave a flaw in the true devil's Dao Xin with his exquisite Taoist heart! 

 

Just now, the high power devil with the color of disdain, the golden vertical pupil suddenly trembled! 

 

For a moment, the body was stagnant in place! 

 

Lin Zhuqing beautiful eyes in the emergence of a touch of joy! 

 

Even if the real devil's strength goes against the sky, as expected, she has to be influenced by her 

exquisite Taoist heart! 

 

Once there is a flaw in the heart, it will drop! 

 



She may really have a chance to defeat this extremely powerful high power demon! 

 

At the same time, the several red swords have also been cut in front of the high power devil, and 

severely bombarded on the powerful devil's massive body! 

 

There was an earth shaking roar, and the space was fierce. The whole fire seemed to boil. The strong 

explosion energy swept around, and a dazzling red light instantly submerged the body of the demon! 

 

Ye Chen's face was slightly heavy, and his whole body was destroyed. He eliminated the remaining 

power in the invisible! 

 

At the same time, his eyes swept across the sea of fire, and his eyes flashed a touch of shock! 

 

With the outbreak of fire in Lin Zhuqing's sword, the power of heaven can still be improved! 

 

That burst of firepower will not be wasted, but will be completely absorbed by this sea of fire! 

 

In other words, the fighting power of zipin has reached six levels! 

 

Those with six grades or above have extremely powerful powers. As long as they reach this level, their 

power will change qualitatively! 

 

If the battle goes on like this, the strength of Lin Zhuqing will be improved again! 

 

Does this high power demon really want to die in the hands of Lin Zhuqing? 

 

Ye Chen's eyes flash slightly. It's not a good thing for ye Chen that this high power demon was defeated 

by Lin Zhuqing so easily! 

 

After all, it's his turn next 



 

Although I don't know where I am now, whether I have been exposed just now to resist the aftershocks, 

but! 

 

If this high power demon is really killed by Lin Zhuqing, even if she blows at the sea of fire, she will blow 

ye Chen out 

 

When ye Chen's thoughts turn, a sneer suddenly rings out in the sea of fire! 

 

The chill in the laughter makes Ye Chen and Lin Zhuqing feel cool on their backs! 

 

Red light convergence, a green black figure, appeared in the vision of Ye Chen and Lin Zhuqing! 

 

The high power devil, the whole body black light surging, his arms above the emergence of a black ring, 

each ring, it seems, are condensed to the extreme of the terrible power! 

 

At the moment, the high power demon, above the scales, faintly appeared the color of scorched black, 

and opened several blood holes, blood gushed wildly, but! 

 

That's all! 

 

That several terrible red swords did not cause great damage to the high power devil! 

 

Ye Chen stares at the dark ring on his arm, and a touch of fright flashed on his face! 

 

Ye Chen, who has the Shinto of power, can feel that this ring is the attainment of the Shinto of power. 

Only when it reaches a certain level will it appear! 

 

It can be said that it is equivalent to another form of road seal of force! 

 



The more circles there are, the higher the attainments on the road of force! 

 

There are ten rings above the arms of this high power demon! 

 

When he faced the heavy moon power demons in the preliminaries, although the power of these real 

demons was not weak, they were only physical strength, and did not contain any Daoyun! 

 

It must be because of the array suppression! 

 

And now, even under the suppression of the array, the high power demon can still display such a 

powerful divine way of power! 

 

What level has it reached on top of the Shinto of power! 

 

Ye Chen's eyes flashed wildly. It was just the power of the flesh. The high power demon seemed to 

surpass Ye Chen today. What's more, what's more, what's more? 

 

Once the pure physical power contains the charm of the Shinto of power, the power will change 

qualitatively, and the destructive power will increase several levels in an instant! 

 

This high power demon, too powerful! 

 

Even if he was suppressed by the array, his physical strength became his weakness. Ye Chen didn't think 

that he had advanced houxuanyan himself and could surpass the high power demon in strength! 

 

What's more, the most important thing is that Lin Zhuqing attacked the high power devil Mingming's 

Daoxin. Why did he seem to be almost unaffected? 

 

Lin Zhuqing's pretty face became pale. His eyes wavered and looked at the high power devil. He drank: 

"how could this happen! I have shaken your heart and left a flaw in it. Why... " 

 



The high real devil sneered and said, "humble woman, do you treat your father as the same as you 

garbage people? I am a devil! The real devil!!! 

 

I'm really a demon. I'm a real devil. Why should I be afraid of flaws in the so-called Taoist heart? Even if 

the heart of Tao disappears, it is not worth mentioning for us! Ha ha, after all, our evil hearts are totally 

different from your fragile Dao heartsYe Chen hears the speech and his eyes flash! 

 

What is the devil? 

 

The heart of the devil is quite different from that of the warrior! 

 

Daoxin is the cohesion of the will of the warrior to advance toward the ultimate of martial arts. It is the 

strength that supports the warrior to become stronger and overcome numerous difficulties! 

 

Once there is a flaw in Daoxin, the consequences will be unimaginable! 

 

If there is such a situation, if we don't make up for this flaw in time, some people will be depressed and 

will no longer pursue the ultimate of martial arts. Some people are easily confused and lose themselves, 

which can be said to be enough to destroy a warrior! 

 

Moreover, it has a great influence on the strength of the warrior! 

 

When they fight, one is decisive and the other is timid. Even if they have the same strength, they can 

survive! 

 

Therefore, for the martial arts, Daoxin is particularly important! 

 

And the devil's heart? 

 

After the collapse of Daoxin, some warriors can get the magic heart by chance! 

 



After gaining the magic heart, these warriors have no interest in pursuing the ultimate of martial arts! 

 

They are willful and reckless, all they do is to satisfy their own desires, and even pay their lives at all 

costs! 

 

What supports them is not their yearning for martial arts, their faith and so on! 

 

It's pure desire! 

 

In fact, this evil heart is also a very special Dao heart. It is extremely fragile. It can be said that under the 

influence of desire, it has no power! 

 

However, from another point of view, this magic heart is also the most powerful Dao heart! 

 

Because there is no flaw in this magic heart! 

 

As long as the owner is loyal to his own desire instinct, no matter what kind of action he makes, it will 

not affect his magic heart! 

 

Ye Chen frowned slightly. This high power demon can be said to be the most unsuitable opponent for 

Lin Zhuqing! 

 

Lin Zhuqing's biggest dependence, Linglong Daoxin, is perfectly restrained by the other party! 

 

Lin Zhuqing's face is also momentarily gloomy down! 

 

Even Linglong Daoxin can't shake the real devil's heart! 
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"Ye Chen, give me my storage bag back! Now, only by informing Mr. Wu to enter the forgotten land, can 

you and I have a chance to live! " 

 

When ye Chen hears the speech, a look of meditation flashed in his eyes 

 

He didn't want to give Lin Zhuqing this storage bag, but it would certainly expose his position in front of 

the high power devil! 

 

What if the high power devil changes its target to him? 

 

The actions of these true demons who are faithful to their own desires are unpredictable! 

 

Moreover, if Chu Wuying had just informed Mr. Wu, then Mr. Wu should have arrived soon! 

 

Seeing that ye Chen didn't respond, Lin Zhuqing's face became more and more ugly. He scolded: "damn 

little thief! Do you think that if this demon kills me, it will let you go! " 

 

"Who said, I'm going to kill you? If you want to die, you have to take me out of this place! Woman, you 

just hit me once. Now, it's my turn? " 

 

As soon as the voice fell, a huge force rushed out of the demon's body. Its green and black body turned 

into a fuzzy black shadow, and swept away towards Lin Zhuqing with endless wind! 

 

Ye Chen sees shape, pupil shrinks madly! 

 

The power that erupts in that demon body gives Ye Chen the feeling that all the stars in the universe, 

the whole galaxy, fall at the same time, all hit a thumb size space! 

 

That kind of shock, that kind of bizarre, indescribable! 

 



This violent power is endless, and there is no feeling that it will be exhausted after it breaks out. The 

high power devil is walking towards Lin Zhuqing step by step, and the speed is getting faster and faster! 

 

In this sea of fire, the power of law is roaring wildly, but it is impossible to limit the steps of high power 

demons! 

 

On the contrary, it is the high power devil walking between, with the wind, almost will this sea of fire 

pressure to extinguish ah!!! 

 

The next moment, the high power demon has appeared in front of Lin Zhuqing! 

 

Lin Zhuqing's face changed wildly. It was obviously in her own nature. But now, the nightmare in front of 

her seemed to turn away from the guest! 

 

I can't limit each other completely! 

 

Lin Zhuqing clenched his teeth fiercely. His sword was surging wildly, and the flames were surging 

around him. He cut out the whole body! 

 

At present, we can only fight to death! 

 

That Yan ten days sees the appearance, a cold smile, a raise hand casually toward that hanging from the 

red sword light, a blow out! 

 

The dark ring on the arm, like countless black dragons, twinkled on its skeleton. At this time, it suddenly 

jumped up, and suddenly burst out a tremendous force in the magic arm! 

 

The sword and Yan Xun's fist collided with each other! 

 

There is a big bang, black and red light, twinkling! 

 



Earth shaking, space fragmentation, even the light curtain around the temple, there are cracks! 

 

Light interweave, just for a moment, and then, the black light will completely devour the red awn! 

 

Lin zhuqingmei eyes, emerged a flurry look, even if she has Linglong Daoxin, can be extremely calm in 

the face of all situations, now is also flustered! 

 

The power of this punch is too great! 

 

Before he really fell, Lin Zhuqing felt that his body would collapse and melt in this huge force!!! 

 

At this time, a red jade hairpin on Lin Zhuqing's head suddenly burst out a burst of dazzling red 

mansions. The sound of Feng Ming resounded through the whole forgotten land. A phoenix shadow 

suddenly appeared in front of Lin Zhuqing's delicate body, and hit hard at Yan Xun's fist! 

 

Boom!!!! 

 

There was another earth shaking sound. The strong wind and flame surged wildly in the fire, and ye 

Chen's face changed slightly. The huge explosion of this blow made his eardrum crack! 

 

In the sea of fire, a black figure suddenly flew back out and hit the protective light screen hard. It was 

just the extremely powerful and fierce nightmare! 

 

The light curtain was hit by this, instantly covered with countless spider web like cracks! 

 

And the whole forgotten continent was shaking violently, countless mountains collapsed, and on the 

ground, there were many abysses, rivers were cut off, and the sea was full of turbulence! 

 

A scene of doomsday! 

 

It can be imagined that just now the two sides that fight, how terrible! 



 

In particular, it is the shadow of the phoenix flying out of Lin Zhuqing's hairpin! 

 

Ye Chen, who helped xiaorou advance successfully, is no stranger to the blood of Phoenix. However, the 

breath of Tianfeng emanated from the shadow of Phoenix just now is much more pure than xiaorou, 

whose blood vessel has returned to her ancestors under the control of TIANYAO! 

 

That, it should be the most precious treasure that is made by the blood essence of Tianfeng, whose 

blood vessels are extremely adverse to the sky! Unfortunately, it can only be used once. 

 

When Lin Zhuqing's life was in danger, he automatically protected the master, which not only solved the 

blow of yenshen, but also caused damage to him by surprise. The most important thing is that at this 

moment, the whole sea of fire is blazing, absorbing the power after the fire broke out that day, and Lin 

Zhuqing's self-consciousness has been upgraded to the sixth grade!Ye Chen can clearly feel that some 

inexplicable changes have taken place in the law of heaven and earth. The martial arts' self-reliance 

originally gives people the feeling of an illusory alien world, similar to the existence between a dream 

and reality! 

 

But now, to Ye Chen's feeling, is more and more real up! 

 

And the power of the law of heaven and earth, with the reality of the sea of fire, is also an instant surge! 

 

At this time, slightly gasping Lin Zhuqing, suddenly toward the location of Ye Chen cast a cold line of 

sight! 

 

Ye Chen's eyes are awe inspiring. It seems that Lin Zhuqing has found out where he is by virtue of the 

power of law after he has advanced in heaven! 

 

He turned his wrist, and a dark sword fell into his hand. His eyes were focused on the light curtain which 

was hit by a large crack by Yan Xun. The light curtain was seriously damaged. In the current state, ye 

Chen is confident that the light curtain will be broken with a blow. Then, he will have a chance to escape 

into the space crack! 

 



Lin zhuqingmei eyes in a flash of cold, clearly see ye Chen's intention, she raised her hand to Ye Chen a 

little! 

 

The surging flame of Ye Chen's whole body rises in an instant and turns into a red flame chain, which is 

winding towards Ye Chen's body! 

 

There is a very strong force of law on the chain. If it is really bound, I am afraid it will be difficult to 

escape! 

 

When ye Chen's face sank, the destruction of Daoyun stirred up, and in front of him condensed into a 

Dao seal with the meaning of extreme destruction. As soon as his sword danced, the sword light 

wrapped the destruction seal, so he would cut the chain with a startling sword! 

 

But at this time, two people's movement, again a stiff! 

 

A startling demon Qi suddenly rose from the sea of fire, and a figure with scorched whole body 

appeared in the evil Qi! 

 

It's yenshen! 
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At this moment, in the golden eyes of Yan Xun, anger looms, and he opens his mouth in a very cold tone: 

"ha ha, you human beings, are still as disgusting as they were then? How can I feel so painful? I despise 

you. " 

 

He looked at Lin Zhuqing with a very penetrating look and said, "woman, I will make you regret it. I will 

let you live forever and regret for the action just taken just now." 

 

Ye Chen and Lin Zhuqing, both of them have the color of horror! 

 



Although it looks dark and miserable, and the breath is a little disordered, its vitality is still extremely 

strong and almost not weakened! 

 

The most precious blow made by Phoenix blood essence was resisted by this nightmare? 

 

How do you do this? 

 

"Damn it!" 

 

Ye Chen scolds a low voice, takes advantage of Yan ten days breath unsteady interval, whole body huge 

strength together, suddenly a wave of hand, threw Lin Zhuqing's storage bag back to her! 

 

Mr. Wu hasn't appeared yet. It's probably Chu Wuying who didn't fulfill his promise and informed him 

 

Now, it's not about violence. If Lin Zhuqing is defeated by high power demons, ye Chen doesn't expect 

this demon to let go of himself! 

 

Lin Zhuqing saw this, and a touch of joy flashed through his beautiful eyes. Ye Chen threw it very hard. 

The storage bag almost turned into a ray of light. In a blink of an eye, he flew in front of him! 

 

However, in this moment, the sudden change! 

 

The speed of the storage bag flying to Lin Zhuqing suddenly slows down, as if advancing in the thick 

cement. Ye Chen and Lin Zhuqing's pupils contract, and instantly look at the place where Yan Xun is! 

 

At this moment, the whole body is full of rhyme. There are ten black rings on both arms, which are black 

and bright. On each black ring, there is a different golden rune! 

 

For a moment, this nightmare seems to be the master of pure power! 

 



One of his fingers, pointing to the storage bag flying to Lin Zhuqing, is almost the force of Ye Chen 

attached to the storage bag, completely offsetting! 

 

Lin Zhuqing's face sank, and his mental power ran wildly. The flame condensed and turned into a big 

flame hand. He grabbed the storage bag! 

 

The golden Rune on the black ring was suddenly bright! 

 

At the next moment, the storage bag flew towards Yan Xun at a faster speed than when ye Chen threw 

it out. Facing such a terrible force, the big hand of fire had no qualification to fight for the storage bag! 

 

Yan Xun put away the storage bag, raised a sneer and said, "this time, you don't have any magic weapon 

to protect yourself?" 

 

As soon as the voice fell, his whole body was full of evil Qi, which poured into his arms. The muscles on 

his arm instantly expanded, and endless force swam in it! 

 

However, at this time, the terrible sense of power suddenly disappeared from Yan Xun's body 

 

Ye Chen eyes a congealed, just don't understand what happened, Yan ten days suddenly drink a voice: 

"true demon dark Yang fist!" 

 

He shot out a blow, a black seal, like the sun that brought endless darkness to the whole world, and fell 

in the sky. The fire in the raging sea of fire was extinguished by one blow! 

 

Three people's feet, are left only wisps of weak flame! 

 

On the seal of that fist, there are ten golden runes, which exude the terrifying power of Daoyun. It 

seems that this fist is not played by any existence in the world, but by the supreme and God's fist, which 

is in charge of the way of power, comes to them directly! 

 

Yan Xun actually integrated the Dao Yun of the power into the dark Yang boxing of the real devil!!! 



 

What a thrill! 

 

Even in the way of strength, ye Chen, who is highly accomplished and has the ultimate strength, feels a 

tingle in his scalp! 

 

This nightmare has too much control over power! 

 

Although it is the condensation of the existence of the road seal, but the road seal is also hierarchical! 

 

Ye Chen now destroys the level of Dao Yin, and there is not a small gap! 

 

He didn't expect that the high real devil was so strong! 

 

Lin Zhuqing is also the beauty of the eyes trembling wildly. Just now, Yan Xun's casual fist has made her 

feel the breath of life and death. What's more, what's more, what's more, what's more, what's more, 

what's more, what's more, what's more, what's more, what's more, what's more, what's more, Lin 

Zhuqing? 

 

This blow is enough to wipe out Lin Zhuqing directly from the world? 

 

Even if yenshen controls her strength and does not kill her in order to leave the forgotten land, she will 

definitely be seriously injured and has no resistance ability at all! 

 

Lin Zhuqing clenched her teeth and gazed at the suppressed fist seal. In an instant, a decisive color 

suddenly appeared in her beautiful eyes! 

 

The next moment, the whole free vibration! 

 

In shock, collapse! 

 



The sea of fire with only flames evaporated in an instant, and the pure and pure charm of the way of fire 

floated in the air. The red rocks under the sea of fire also burst into pieces, turning into a little fire light, 

and condensed together with the trace of Daoyun! 

 

Ye Chen's eyes twinkle, and Lin Zhuqing is actually the same as that day's Jidu deity to sacrifice this self-

respect!However, Lin Zhuqing did it more thoroughly! 

 

Jidu deity just drew out the foundation of being in heaven. What about Lin Zhuqing? 

 

It is to turn the whole being in heaven into nothingness directly!!! 

 

And! 

 

At the moment, Lin Zhuqing's self-reliance, however, has the power of the six principles of self-reliance. 

Even if the self-reliance is dissipated, it also needs to extract the energy, which is far more powerful than 

Jidu shenzun could match at that time! 

 

However, ye Chen is not surprised. Looking at Lin Zhuqing, his eyes show a touch of appreciation. Only 

by doing so, can Lin Zhuqing have the slightest hope that he can survive with the blow of Yan Xun! 

 

However, ye Chen at the moment did not care about Lin Zhuqing's surplus! 

 

His eyes are staring at the light curtain, all over the position of cobwebs, the body of heavenly demon, 

the body of hundred evils, and the formula of burning blood, all of which are used! 

 

The seal of destruction condenses on the evil sword, and endless sword light flows on the blade! 

 

Now, it's his best chance to escape here! 

 

He held up his long sword and condensed his whole body strength in the light of the sword. He would 

cut the cobweb on the light screen with a sword! 

 



At this time, the rolling and pure essence of the Tao of fire was condensed into a spark in front of Lin 

Zhuqing, and the color of the spark changed from red to pure silver! 

 

On this pure silver spark, suddenly burst out with that xuanyue real fire, like the same fire Dao rhyme! 

 

A seal appeared on the spark. Then, the spark trembled and ran towards the seal! 

 

Before ye Chen's sword was cut off, the pure silver spark collided with the dark fist seal! 

 

A thunderclap that seems to be able to shatter the heaven and earth, burst out! 

 

In a flash of silver and white fire, the land of tens of thousands of miles away will be turned into a piece 

of scorched earth and no grass will grow. Meanwhile, the black seal will shatter a large space. In the 

void, countless black holes emerge, and space storms sweep over the earth! 

 

The ancient temple, under the impact of this, is covered with many cracks! 
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Yan Xun's eyes narrowed slightly. In the golden pupil, an unexpected color appeared for the first time. 

The power of the silver flame was above his expectation! 

 

But that's all! 

 

Still, can't resist his fist seal! 

 

The black fist seal and the silver flame are frozen in the air. On the burning of the flame, the black Yang 

general fist seal is a little thin, but the flame is also completely extinguished! 

 



The corner of Yan's mouth raised a scornful sneer and said: "ha ha, woman, do you remember what I 

said? I'll make you regret it, but before that, you have to take out the real fire of xuanyue for me, so that 

I can break through the battle 

 

Lin Zhuqing broke up and exerted all his strength in the sky. It can be imagined that at the moment, her 

pretty face was extremely pale, and her mind was already blurred. But when she heard the words of Yan 

Xun, she suddenly opened her eyes! Suddenly toward the direction of Ye Chen to see! 

 

The next moment, it still contains a very powerful fist seal, and instantly bombards Lin Zhuqing! 

 

Before the seal had really fallen, Lin Chuqing suddenly spat out a mouthful of blood. The powerful fist 

pressure made her bones crack! 

 

Even though the red sword light was shining all over her body, she couldn't stop the whereabouts of the 

seal at all! 

 

On the other side, ye chenmu's delicate awn explodes, and the sword in his hand will be chopped on the 

light curtain full of cracks! 

 

But at this time, ye Chen's pupil suddenly contracted, and the sword in his hand was still in the air! 

 

All of a sudden, the golden curtain of light in front of him disappeared! 

 

Ye Chen is stunned. For a while, he doesn't know why 

 

What's going on? 

 

Why did the light curtain suddenly disappear? 

 

Is it because Lin Zhuqing was so injured that he couldn't maintain the formation? 

 



No! 

 

Lin Zhuqing just activated this array. It doesn't need to be maintained! 

 

And why? 

 

Thinking of this, ye Chen can't help but look back at Lin Zhuqing! 

 

I saw that the refined temperament of the girl, although it is all blood, under the pressure of the fist 

seal, her delicate body will collapse! On the pretty face, there is also a look of great pain! 

 

However, even so, she still did not give up the fight, waiting for death! 

 

In her eyes, the color of determination flickered, and she was biting her teeth. It seemed that even for a 

second, she would try her best to stick to it! 

 

He was not in a hurry to let the woman suffer a little longer. For him, it was a good choice. 

 

Anyway, no matter how persistent Lin Zhuqing is, after a while, this punch will make her completely lose 

the ability to resist! 

 

The cruel color flashed in Yan Xun's eyes. It doesn't need hands and feet to subdue the xuanyue real 

fire? 

 

Then first blow the woman's limbs to pieces. 

 

In the moment Ye Chen looks at Lin Zhuqing, Lin Zhuqing's eyes are also sweeping towards Ye Chen's 

direction! 

 

Four eyes are opposite, but on Ye Chen's face, there is a color of shock 



 

Lin Zhuqing's eyes are full of hatred and anger, but 

 

More obviously, he was urging him to leave here! 

 

Ye Chen's pupils tremble slightly. Lin Zhuqing opened the protective array on his own initiative 

 

To let him go! 

 

At this time, xuanhanyu's voice sounded in Ye Chen's mind. 

 

Xuanhanyu sighed: "although this woman hates you and even wants to kill you, as a warrior, she has 

nothing to say. In order to prevent this demon from leaving the forgotten land and her mission as a 

descendant of the priest, she not only puts down her personal hatred, but also tries to delay time in 

order to let you escape 

 

After all, now xuanyue zhenhuo has been absorbed by you. As long as you can leave the forgotten land 

safely, even if the high true demon defeats Lin Zhuqing, it is estimated that it can only continue to be 

sealed here and can not get away from it. " 

 

At this time, a sneer and a smile appeared on Yenshan's face and said, "women, aren't you priests 

extremely noble and would rather die than surrender? Why, you are still struggling to support, do not 

explode? 

 

Oh, I see. Do you listen to me? You have to leave this ghost place and won't kill you for the time being. 

So, don't you want to die? 

 

Ha ha ha, after many years, human beings have not changed. On the surface, they are magnificent, but 

in fact? Still so afraid of death 

 

When Lin Zhuqing heard the speech, he seemed to flash a look of extreme anger in his beautiful eyes. 

His delicate body trembled slightly, but 



 

Arrogant as she is, but there is no retort, silently bear the insult of yenshen! 

 

Ye Chen lowered his head and slowly clenched his sword hand! 

 

He knew that the reason why Lin Zhuqing didn't mean to blow himself up was not to be afraid of life and 

death, but to delay time for himself! 

 

Although, just out of duty, butIn the final analysis, Lin Zhuqing insisted on it for his sake, even if he 

would endure humiliation! 

 

He knew that for a proud woman like Lin Zhuqing, humiliation is more painful than death! 

 

Ye Chen looks at the space passage in front of her eyes, and the color of hesitation appears in her eyes 

 

If he leaves here, Lin Zhuqing will certainly use excuses to delay Yan Xun even if he is defeated by Yan 

Xun. Then, as long as he hides his tracks, he can almost certainly escape from here safely 

 

On the contrary, in the face of Yan Xun, even he is extremely dangerous! 

 

At this time, xuanhanyu said again: "boy, you can do what you think. Although your responsibilities are 

heavy, it is because you are you that you can bear such a heavy burden. If you do not make a choice 

against your heart, it will no longer be you. On the contrary, you may be overwhelmed by your 

responsibilities..." 

 

Suddenly, in the eyes of yimang, ye Shengshen! 

 

At this time, the fist seal finally killed all the sword Qi of Lin Zhuqing, and it was about to hit Lin 

Zhuqing's delicate body! 

 

Yan Xun's smile is more and more ferocious, with expectation and excitement in his eyes! 



 

The appearance of this woman's limbs bursting must be very interesting, isn't it? 

 

The black ring on his arm flashed, which restrained part of the power of his fist seal. He didn't want to 

blow Lin Zhuqing into flesh mud with one blow! 

 

But all of a sudden, a dark shadow was in front of Lin Zhuqing, and a frightening sword light emitting 

endless destruction suddenly broke out and chopped on the fist seal! 

 

This person, of course, is Ye Chen! 

 

His face was very dignified, staring at the fist print in front of him, but he didn't have the slightest 

intention to shrink back! 

 

Let him just leave Lin Zhuqing and run away. Ye Chen can't do it! 

 

Even if he can think of robbing Lin Zhuqing's clothes in order to win xuanyue real fire and avoid Lin 

Zhuqing's pursuit, he can also risk his life to save people for his own principles! 

 

In the world, there are no absolute good people and bad people. All ye Chen has done is from his own 

heart! 

 


